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Regulation VIII – Fugitive PM10 Prohibitions 

Requirements on Paved and Unpaved Public Roads 
 
District Rule 8061(Paved and Unpaved Roads) of Regulation VIII (Fugitive PM10 Prohibitions) specifies the 
design criteria for constructing new or modifying existing paved roads and the types of control measures 
required for limiting fugitive dust emissions from unpaved roads and shoulders.  Several compliance dates and 
deadlines described in the rule apply specifically to city, county, and state agencies.  The purpose of this 
bulletin is to summarize the new requirements for public agencies that own or maintain paved and unpaved 
roads.  The entire rule may be found at www.valleyair.org/rules/1ruleslist.htm - reg8. 
 
• Constructing New Unpaved Roads:  Effective October 1, 2004, constructing a new unpaved road is 

prohibited in all urban areas unless the unpaved road is used for a temporary activity that does not exceed 
six months of use over a consecutive three-year period.  Temporary activities may include construction 
access roads, special events, or traffic detours.  The unpaved surface must be maintained in a stabilized 
condition at all times in order to control fugitive emissions. 

 
• PM10-Efficient Street Sweepers:  These requirements apply to the routine cleaning of existing paved 

public roads within urban areas.  Effective July 1, 2005, an agency or its contractor may only purchase 
PM10-efficient street sweepers for their fleets and at least one sweeper must be placed into service by July 
1, 2008.  PM10-efficient street sweepers are to be used along routine street sweeper routes, which have 
been predetermined and prioritized by the agency as having paved curbs with the greatest actual or 
potential for dirt and silt loading.  If an agency cannot meet these provisions due to budgetary constraints, a 
statement of financial hardship must be submitted to the District and the USEPA for review and approval. 

 
• Cleaning Paved Roads after a Storm Event:  Within 24 hours of discovery, the agency or contractor 

responsible for maintaining the roadway must remove the accumulated mud and dirt from the paved road 
or restrict vehicles from traveling over the mud and dirt until the materials can be removed.  This 
requirement applies if the accumulated mud and dirt is a result of wind or water erosion and runoff, is at 
least one inch thick, and covers an area of at least 50 square feet.  Cleanup may be performed manually 
with a shovel and broom, or with a conventional or PM10-efficient street sweeper, but must be performed in 
a manner that minimizes fugitive dust.  Using a blowing device or a dry rotary brush or broom is prohibited.  
Redirecting traffic is one way to restrict vehicles from traveling over the mud and dirt.  Upon agency 
notification, the District may approve an extension of the 24-hour cleanup requirement if restricting vehicles 
is deemed unsafe and removing the mud and dirt is not possible within 72 hours because crews are not 
available over a weekend or holiday.   
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• Posting Speed Limit Signs on Unpaved Roads:  Effective October 1, 2005, public agencies must 

establish a maximum speed limit of 25 miles per hour for the unpaved roads under their jurisdictions.  This 
requirement applies to the unpaved road segments where vehicle traffic reaches or exceeds 26 annual 
average daily trips (AADT).  At a minimum, agencies are to post at least one speed limit sign in each 
direction for every mile of unpaved road located within an urban area, and one sign in each direction for 
every two miles of unpaved road within a rural area.  For example, an unpaved road located within an 
urban area that is ½ mile long and exceeds 26 AADT requires at least one sign posted in each direction.  
The unpaved surface must be maintained in a stabilized condition at all times in order to control fugitive 
emissions. 

 
• Paving Existing Unpaved Roads and Paving or Stabilizing Unpaved Shoulders:  On January 1, 2005, 

agencies provided the District with a report listing each unpaved road located within an urban area and 
each paved road with unpaved shoulders within urban and rural areas.  On July 1, 2005, agencies provided 
a report listing each unpaved road located within a rural area.  These reports include the length in miles 
and the AADT for each subject road and unpaved shoulder within the agency’s jurisdiction. 

 
As of January 1, 2005, agencies are to pave an annual average of 20 percent of the unpaved roads listed 
in their urban area unpaved road report, thereby paving 100 percent of these unpaved roads by January 1, 
2010.  This requirement does not apply to rural unpaved roads.  
 
In urban areas, agencies are to pave or stabilize at least four-feet of unpaved shoulders on at least 50 
percent of the existing paved roadways having the highest AADT.  In rural areas, this is required on at least 
25 percent of the existing paved roadways with the highest AADT.  Compliance with these provisions must 
be complete by January 1, 2010. 
 
If an agency cannot meet these provisions due to budgetary constraints, a statement of financial hardship 
must be submitted to the District and the USEPA for review and approval. 
 

• Incremental Progress Reports:  Due on April 1 of each year, from 2006 through 2010, agencies must 
report their incremental progress to the District by reporting the total miles of urban unpaved roads that 
were paved over the previous calendar year, the total miles of unpaved shoulders that were paved or 
stabilized over the previous calendar year, and the percentage of cumulative miles treated relative to the 
original reports.  

 
For more information please contact the Compliance Department of the District office nearest to you.  
Information on Regulation VIII is available on the District’s website at: 
 

www.valleyair.org 


